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Abstract – Iron accumulation in the brain is supposed to play a central role in the induction of oxidative stress and consequently 

in neurodegeneration. The sensitive balance of iron in the brain is maintained by the brain barriers system, i.e., the blood-brain 
barrier between the blood and brain interstitial fluid and the blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier between the blood and cerebrospinal 

fluid (CSF). In this work, we proposed a three-compartmental mathematical model simulating iron trafficking between blood, CSF, 

and cerebral space, describing the direction of fluxes based on the structural and functional characteristics of the brain barrier s 

system. Different techniques of sensitivity analysis were used to evaluate the most important parameters, providing an indication for 

the most relevant biological functions that potentially affect the physiological transport of iron across brain barriers. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Iron is a critical element for most organisms, fundamental in several physiological processes. Its biological role is attributable 
to its oxido-reductive properties, which make iron essential but also cause toxicity, in the case of free ions concentration runs 
out of control. 

 Consequently, the disruption of iron homeostasis has severe impacts on the brain, being particularly sensitive to such 
modifications. Brain iron accumulation is assumed to have a central role in neurodegeneration by inducing oxidative stress [1]. 
Iron homeostasis in the brain is dynamically maintained by the brain barriers system separating blood and cerebral space. 
Imbalance of iron metabolism is involved in several neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and 
dementia, leading to iron overload and dysfunction of iron-related proteins [2]. The iron balance of the brain depends both on 
iron influx and efflux rates, and throughout life, their changes reflect the change in the brain iron dynamics. Interestingly, the 
rate of iron accumulation depends on aging [3] and the relative imbalance of influx and efflux rate is involved in 
neurodegeneration. However, the understanding of the mechanisms of brain iron import/export is still limited, requiring further 
investigation. 

It is reported that metals such as iron and copper may enter the interstitial fluid of the brain via the blood-brain barrier (BBB), 
be transported back into the blood via the efflux mechanism at the blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier (BCSFB), known to remove 
substances from the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) to the blood [4]. Since there is no structural barrier between the CSF and interstitial 
fluid (ISF), materials in these two fluids compartments can freely exchange, in a bidirectional way [5]. 

Mathematical models are useful tools to simulate the biological dynamic of a system and the complex networks of its 
components. The accuracy of results from mathematical models of biological systems is often perturbed by the presence of 
uncertainties in experimental data. Sensitivity analysis (SA) quantifies uncertainty, assessing how variations in model outputs 
can be apportioned, qualitatively or quantitatively, to different input sources. Many techniques have been developed to 
investigate multi-dimensional parameter spaces [6]. 

Based on our previous study [7], this work aims to implement a more complete mathematical model, able to describe 
macroscopically the iron exchange at the blood-brain interface, considering the functional role of the brain barriers. Numerical 
simulations and global SA are performed to investigate the behavior of the system and how the most relevant parameters can 
affect brain iron regulation.   

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Mathematical Model 

A three-compartmental model (see Figure 1) based on a non-homogeneous system of first-order ordinary differential equations 
(ODEs), described by (1), (2), and (3), is proposed to study the passage of iron from blood to brain. The parameters and variables 
entering the equations are listed below. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the barriers forming blood-brain interface, considering blood, CSF and ISF as the three compartments in which the iron 

concentrations x1,  x2, x3 are modulated by the constant E and the parameters listed below. 

 

We defined τ = t/T (T=1 day, time scale for normalization) and replaced t=T∙τ in to obtain rate constants as adimensional 
quantities.  

The values of the parameters k, a12  and the constant E have been estimated as described in our previous model [7]. In this 

model, four parameters (a23,  a32,  b13, b31) were added to account for the exchange of iron to the third compartment (ISF), and 

one parameter was modified with respect to the two-compartmental model (α21 replaced to  a21). The proposed values for these 
new parameters were estimated taking into account data for iron concentrations, exchange, and the description of the biological 

structure of brain barriers present in the literature [4,8,9,10,11,12]. The terms entering the equations (1), (2), and (3) are listed 
below:  

• x1: Iron concentration in blood (mg/L); 

• x2: Iron concentration in CSF (mg/L); 

• x3: Iron concentration in ISF (mg/L); 

• E: Iron intake into the blood from food (mg/L); fixed quantity; 

• k: Iron consumption from blood and excretion mechanisms; 

• a12: Kinetic constant rate for iron entering from blood to CSF across BCSFB; 

• α21: Kinetic constant rate for iron returning from CSF and brain to blood; 

•  a23: Kinetic constant rate for iron passing from CSF to ISF; 

• a32: Kinetic constant rate for iron passing from ISF to CSF; 

•  b13: Kinetic constant rate for iron entering from blood to brain (consequently ISF), across BBB; 

• b31: Kinetic constant rate for iron returning from the brain to blood. 

B. Numerical Simulations and Stability Analysis 

    Numerical simulations of the ODEs system were performed, setting x10, x20, and x30 as initial conditions and the value of 
parameters according to Table I (see Results).  
Phase-plane analysis was pursued in order to investigate the system near an equilibrium point and how the most relevant 

parameters affect the dynamic of the system. The values of the steady state for each variable (x1s,x2s,x3s) reported in Appendix 

were obtained by solving the system of ODEs described by (1), (2), and (3) setting the term 
 𝑑𝑥𝑖

𝑑𝑡
 =0 (i=1,2,3).  

C. Sensitivity Analysis  

We used different methods to perform global SA to evaluate the overall effects of the perturbations of the model input, and 
thus to rank these parameters according to their influence on the model output. Firstly, we used the Morris method [13] to screen 
the variables and to obtain a qualitative sensitivity measure. The average of the elementary effects (μ*) quantifies the importance 
of the parameters for the model output, while the standard deviation of the elementary effects (σ) indicates the non-linear effect 
of the model parameters on the output. Then, we applied the variance-based Sobol method, returning the first- and second-order 
sensitivity indices and total effect sensitivity index [14,15]. We evaluated the results of Morris analysis and Sobol indices for the 
concentration of iron in blood x1, in the CSF x2 and in ISF x3. 15000 samples of model inputs were generated based on Morris 
method for sampling. For the Sobol method, 15000 samples were generated by means of Saltelli’s sampling scheme. Bounds of 
input parameters range were set accordingly to cover the different values of the parameters, assuming physiological and 
pathophysiological conditions. The Sobol index threshold for sensitive input parameters was 0.01. SALib library of Python was 
used to perform SA [16].   

{
  
 

  
 

 𝑑𝑥1
𝑑𝜏

=  − (𝑎12+𝑘)𝑥1+  α21 𝑥2−𝑏13 𝑥1+ 𝑏31 𝑥3+𝐸  (1)

𝑑𝑥2
𝑑𝜏

=   𝑎12 𝑥1− (α21+𝑎23)𝑥2+𝑎32 𝑥3                             (2)

𝑑𝑥3
𝑑𝜏

=   𝑏13 𝑥1+  𝑎23𝑥2− (𝑎32+𝑏31)𝑥3                            (3)

 

 



  

 

III. RESULTS 

A. Numerical Simulations 

       We performed numerical simulations of the three-compartmental model described by equations (1), (2), and (3). By 
expressing the iron concentrations in blood, CSF, and ISF in mg/L, we set the constant E=0.22, k=0.23 and the parameters 
values according to Table I, assuming different sets of initial conditions (i.e., reflecting possible biological state: concentration 

of ISF>CSF, CSF>ISF, and concentration of CFS and ISF comparable). We focused on the concentration of iron in the cerebral 
space, so we reported the results for iron in CSF and ISF, showing the time course of the system for different rates of exchange 

(Figure 2, Figure 3). As expected, the rate of iron income to the brain is much lower from blood and ISF due to the presence of 
the BBB, while iron returns to blood mainly via CSF. 
 

TABLE I. VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL (a12, α21 , a23 , a32, b13 , b31) 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Simulations of the iron concentration in CSF and ISF for physiological condition (PC), and high-rate condition (HRC). Different combinations of 
initial conditions: x10 = 1 mg/L; x20 = 0.03;0.05;0.075 mg/L; and x30 = 0.03;0.05;0.075 mg/L. Parameters as referred in Table I; d=days. 

 

Finally, we proposed a simulation for the condition of reduced clearance (Figure 3) from CSF (α21  = 0.05,  a32 = 0.8) in 
presence of a  high rate, being a possible pathobiological situation in neurodegenerative diseases.  

 
Figure 3. Simulations of iron concentration in CSF and ISF for high-rate condition (HRC) and hypothesis of condition of reduced clearance (RC). Initial 
conditions: x10 = 1 mg/L; x20 = 0.03 mg/L; and x30 = 0.075 mg/L. Parameters as referred in Table I; d=days. 

 

Starting from 30 random initial conditions for the blood, ISF, and CSF we reported phase-plane for concentration of iron in 
CSF against ISF, and iron in blood against ISF (Figure 4).  

 

 
Figure 4. Phase-plane analysis for iron in CSF against ISF in the left, and for iron in blood against ISF in the right. Iron concentration are expressed in mg/L. 

 

Parameter 
Physiological 

Condition 
High Rate 
Condition 

a12   2 ∙ 10 -4 0.001 

α21 0.05 0.08 

a23 0.8 0.8 

a32 1 1 

 b13  0.002 0.005 

 b31  1 ∙ 10 -6 5 ∙ 10 -6 



  

B. Sensitivity Analysis 

   Sensitivity analysis determined how much of the variability in model output (x1,x2,x3) is dependent upon each of the input 

parameters (k, E, a12, α21 , a23 , a32, b13 , b31). Based on our previous results on iron concentration in CSF and blood [7], we 

proposed a variation from initial conditions of 30% for the physiologic condition, and of 50% for the pathological one. The 

ranges of variations of the parameters for the pathological condition were assumed to be the following: for  a12  [2∙10-5 : 2∙10-

3], for  𝛼21  [0.005  : 0.4], for  𝑏13  [0.0002 : 0.01], and for  𝑏31  [8∙10-7 : 5∙10-6]. We considered a restriction to half of each interval 
for the physiological condition. In both cases, the variation of the remaining parameters (k, E,  a23 , a32) is fixed to 20%. 

    Results from Morris analysis showed the four most relevant parameters affecting iron concentration in CSF and ISF, 

reported in Figure 5. Accordingly, the parameters 𝛼21  and 𝑏13 were the most important for CSF iron, especially in the 
pathological conditions. We found that the parameters E, a23 , a32 , b13  (especially b13) mainly affect ISF iron, and 𝛼21 became 

relevant only in the pathological condition. 
After screening the parameters by Morris method, Sobol analysis confirmed the previous results, showing that the parameters 

𝛼21  and  b13 were the most relevant for CSF iron (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 5. Plot of average elementary effects μ* against standard deviation σ of the most relevant parameters for iron concentration in CSF (left) and in ISF 

(right), considering physiological (P.C.) and pathological condition (Pat.C.). Both μ* and σ are adimensional. 
 

In particular, 𝛼21 was more important for modulating iron in CSF in pathological with respect to physiological condition and 
became relevant (S1 > 0.01) for ISF only in pathological condition. We reported the significant values obtained for the first-

order Sobol index for CSF (x2) and ISF iron concentration (x3) (Figure 6).  
 

 
Figure 6. Bar plots of the first-order Sobol index S1, for iron concentration in CSF (left) and ISF (right), showing the higher contribution of  b13  .  
 

Furthermore, the interactions of the two parameters regulating the barrier exchange, i.e.,  b13 and 𝛼21  , showed the strongest 
impact on the variability of iron concentration in CSF, reporting a significant value of the second-order index both in 

physiological (S2 = 0.02 ± 0.01) and pathological condition (S2 = 0.04 ± 0.02). 
 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

    In this work we improved our previous model [7], proposing a three-compartmental model based on ODEs to 

macroscopically describe the iron exchange across the blood-brain barriers. Numerical simulations were performed in two 

conditions (Table I), being the high-rate condition supposed to be a consequence of the potential damage of the BBB causing 

higher exchange rates of iron. In both cases (Figure 2) the system reached a stable condition, showing that even starting from 

different initial conditions for ISF and CSF iron concentration, CSF stabilizes at larger concentration levels, potentially 

reflecting its biological function of “sink” for the removal of substances (i.e., redox-active metals) from ISF. Also, the condition 

of reduced clearance can reflect the pathobiological situation of altered removal mechanism from CSF and brain (Figure 3).  

Phase-plane analysis suggested a possible correlation between the concentration of iron in CSF and ISF. Figure 4 underlines 

how iron content in CSF and ISF are linearly correlated (as expected in the absence of a selective barrier) while the relationship 

between iron in ISF and blood is highly non-linear due to the presence of the barriers. The CSF status (in which are dosed 

biomarkers for neurodegeneration) reflects that of the brain while iron content in blood is highly non-linearly related to that in 

ISF, indicating iron biomarkers dosed in CSF might be more suitable than blood ones. Also, the system converged to stable 

solutions starting from different initial conditions of ISF, CSF, and blood (Figure 4).  

For the SA, we considered the range of parameters in the pathological condition as possibly reflecting the damage of BBB 



  

(i.e., breakdown or leakage are common in neurodegeneration, as reported in the literature [17]). Morris analysis revealed that 

parameters 𝛼21  and 𝑏13 are the most relevant for the modulation of iron in CSF, and 𝑏13 showed the higher contribution (highest 

μ* and σ) for iron ISF in the pathological condition (Figure 5). The high value of σ in pathological condition could reflect non-

linear effects on the iron concentration due to variations of this parameter. These results were confirmed by Sobol analysis 

(Figure 6) and could be considered in agreement with the evidence that iron from blood circulation is primarily transported to 

the brain parenchyma by the BBB [4]. 

The parameter 𝛼21 became relevant to explain iron in ISF in pathological conditions (both in Morris and in Sobol method), 

suggesting the importance of efflux rate mechanism of iron, controlled by bulk CSF flow and/or by the removal mechanism in 

the BCSFB back to the blood circulation [4,10]. This interesting result (and also the parameter a32 ) could reflect the role of the 

‘glymphatic’ system. This is a network of perivascular pathways supporting exchanges between CSF and ISF and contributing 

to the efflux of interstitial solutes (i.e., the toxic amyloid β, hallmark of AD) [18]. However, our model needs to be supported 

by ad-hoc experimental data for a more realistic and accurate estimation of the parameters and further refined, i.e., considering 

the time dependence of the parameters and the quantification of iron in the brain tissues. 

In conclusion, simulating the regulation of iron homeostasis in the CNS and imbalance of influx/efflux rates in pathological 

condition by means of computational models can support both diagnostic and therapeutic innovations. In the last years, new 

treatments targeting the mechanisms at the brain barriers were of great interest driving to novel therapeutic strategies, and could 

be useful to counteract metal imbalance (e.g., chelation therapy) in neurodegenerative diseases. 

APPENDIX 

The expression of steady state for x1, x2 and  x3 were found as described in Methods. 

x1s=   
𝐸

𝑘
 

x2s=   
𝐸 ∙ (a12 ∙ a32+ a12 ∙ b31 + a32 ∙  b13)

𝐶
 

x3s=   
𝐸 ∙ (a12 ∙ a23 +  b13 ∙ a23 + α21 ∙  b13)

𝐶
 

Where C  is defined as below. 

 𝐶= a23 ∙ b31 
∙ 𝑘 + a32 ∙ α21 ∙ 𝑘  +α21 ∙ b31 ∙  𝑘  
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